2x (F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2)

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
Earth angel, earth angel, will you be mine?

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
My darling dear, I’ll love you all the time,

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2 F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
I'm just a fool, a fool in love with you

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
Earth angel, earth angel, the one I adore

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
Love you forever, and ever more

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2 F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
I'm just a fool, a fool in love with you

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2 F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
You're mine and we belong together, yes, we belong

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2 F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
Together for eternity

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2 F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
You're mine and we belong together, yes, we belong

F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2 F/2 Dm/2 Bb/2 C7/2
Together for eternity
Earth Angel-We Belong Together-
Oh, Donna-Blue Moon
(page 2)

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2  F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Oh, Donna, Oh,  Donna, Oh, Donna, Oh,  Donna

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
I had a girl,  Donna was her name

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Since she left me I've never been the same

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2  F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Cause I love my girl,  Donna, where can you be?  Where can you be?

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2  F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Oh, Donna, Oh,  Donna, Oh, Donna, Oh,  Donna

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Blue moon,  you saw me standing

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Alone  without a dream in my

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2  F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Heart,  without a love of my own

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Blue moon,  you knew just what I was

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
there for  You heard me saying

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2  F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
A prayer for  someone I really could care for

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Blue moon,  Now I'm no longer

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2
Alone  without a dream in my

F/2  Dm/2  Bb/2  C7/2  F/2  Dm/2  Bb/1  rest/3  F/1
Heart,  without a love of my own,  a fool in love with you
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